Conference Programme

The Third Annual SCoPiC Conference:

Assessing the Role of Individual Differences and the Environment in Crime Causation

Cambridge

6-8 December 2006

Conference Co-Chairs
Professor Per-Olof Wikström, University of Cambridge
Professor Rolf Loeber, University of Pittsburgh
Wednesday 6\textsuperscript{th} December

Chair: Professor Magda Stouthamer-Loeber, University of Pittsburgh

10.00 \textit{Welcome}
Professor Friedrich Lösel

\textit{Introduction}
Professor Per-Olof Wikström,
Director of SCoPiC, University of Cambridge

11.00 \textit{Does Neighbourhood Social Context Influence Children’s Pathways into Conduct Problems from Age 5 to 10 Years?}
Professor Terrie Moffitt
Dr Candace Odgers
King’s College, London

12.15 LUNCH

Chair: Professor Sir Anthony Bottoms, University of Cambridge

13.30 \textit{The Role of Individual Differences and Social Environments in Crime Causation in Adolescence}
Professor Per-Olof Wikström,
University of Cambridge

14.30 \textit{Offending and Steps Toward Desistance Within the Social Context of Early Adulthood}
Professor Sir Anthony Bottoms
Professor Joanna Shapland
Dr Grant Muir
University of Sheffield

15.30 COFFEE BREAK

16.00 \textit{Discussants (Moffitt, Wikström, Bottoms)}
Professor Peter Hedström
Professor Rolf Loeber

18.00 PRECONFERENCE DINNER RECEPTION

19.00 CONFERENCE DINNER
Thursday 7th December

Chair: Professor Magda Stouthamer-Loeber, University of Pittsburgh

09.30 Morality, Cognition and Routine Activities: Determinants of Aggressive Action Among Primary School Children
Dr Manuel Eisner
University of Cambridge

10.30 COFFEE BREAK

11.00 Contextual Conditions Associated with Female Normbreaking Behaviour in Adolescence
Professor H. Stattin
Professor M. Kerr

12.00 Criminal Careers, Autodynamics and Contextual Influences: Insights from the Tübingen Longitudinal Study
Professor Hans-Juergen Kerner
University of Tübingen

13.00 LUNCH.

Chair: Dr Dietrich Oberwittler, University of Cambridge

14.30 Neighbourhood Effects and Individual Differences in a Developmental Perspective
Professor Robert J. Sampson
Harvard University

15.30 Does Neighbourhood Disadvantage Influence Pathways in Crime?
Professor Per-Olof Wikström
University of Cambridge
Professor Rolf Loeber
University of Pittsburgh

16.30 COFFEE BREAK

17.00 Which Behavioural, Social Control, Self-Control and Opportunity Factors Predict Criminal Activity and When During a 25 Year Life-Span?
Professor Marc LeBlanc
Dr Julien Morizot
University of Montreal
Friday 8th December

Chair: Dr Dietrich Oberwittler, University of Cambridge

09.30  Context-Choice: A Theoretical Model for Youth Experiences in the Home Environment and How These Experiences Spill Over to Leisure Settings and Social Adjustments
       Professor M. Kerr
       Professor H. Stattin

10.30 Interaction of Individual and Neighbourhood Characteristics in the Inner City: Implications for Prevention
       Professor Peter Tolan

11.30 COFFEE BREAK

12.00 CONFERENCE ENDS